
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  
 

1. Splatter masking fluid over a piece of hot pressed watercolor paper. When dry, tape panel to a firm surface with 

painter's tape. 

2. Ink tree stamp from 'Woodland beauty' set with memento northern pine ink. Use a wet wipe to remove ink from 

the bottom of stamp near the trunk so that the tree will look like it is sitting in a snow bank when stamped. Spritz 

stamp with water before stamping so the image will be watery not sharp. 

3. Ink stamp several more times and stamp a row of trees, each time removing some ink from the base of the tree 

in a slightly different way so the base of the trees all look different. 

4. Dry trees with a heat tool. 

5. Using tumbled glass, broken china and salty ocean distress stains as paints, paint a sky around the row of trees 

with a small round brush. Make sure you stop painting the sky colors at the base of the trees so there is a white 

edge which will look like snow. Remove color from the sky as desired with a paper towel to create the look of 

clouds. 

6. Once sky is dry, stamp a single tree in the foreground (use a stamp positioner to stamp it several times to build 

up darker color). 

7. Once again use blue stains to paint a snow bank either side of the foreground tree.  

8. To soften the colors on the trees and blend them into the sky, you can choose to spritz the whole panel lightly.  

When water is added to northern pine ink it separates into green and brown. Stamp or color some northern pine 

ink onto an acrylic block, add some water then paint pale shadows at the base of the trees. 

9. Remove masking fluid to reveal snow, remove tape, trim panel and add a sentiment from  Nature's silhouettes in 

a co-ordinating color. 

10. Pop up panel on dimensional adhesive on a cream card base. 
 

 

 

Designer Name: Heather Telford  

 

Penny Black Products Used: 30-

397 Woodland Beauty, 30-380 

Nature’s Silhouettes 

 

Additional Products: Ranger 

tumbled glass, broken china, salty 

ocean distress stains, Memento 

northern pine ink, Versafine vintage 

sepia ink, hot pressed watercolour 

paper 

 

 

 


